Abstract. The statics mechanic model of the casing-cement-formation is established in this paper. Effects of formation and cement characteristics on casing strength are studied under injection-production condition. The examples show that the maximum stress occurs in the internal wall of the casing, along the orientation of minimum horizontal stress. The casing maximum strength increase with non-uniform in-situ stress coefficient and formation poisson ratio, whereas it decrease with formation elastic modulus. However, The casing maximum strength is equidirectional with the increase of cement elastic modulus and poisson ratio, whereas it decreases with cement elastic modulus ,poisson ratio and cement thickness , they have only minor impacts on casing maximum strength when they are more than 30GPa ,0.3 and 30mm respectively.
Introduction
With the rapid growth of the natural gas industry, UGS has grown to become a large and essential part of the natural gas delivery system. Long-term demand variations of natural gas caused by the increased fuel need for space heating during the cold weather require large amounts to be stored [1~4] . Most of the underground gas storage reservoirs are built up in depleted gas reservoir in the world. With the advantages of less investment, quick working effects and reclaiming investment quickly, the underground gas storage reservoirs built in depleted gas reservoir are applied widely [5~6] . However, the injection-production well is different from the conventional gas well because of its high pressure. In this paper, the statics mechanic model of the casing-cement-formation is established at the condition of gas injection-production with high pressure. The casing strength is analyzed by the finite element software. And the effects of formation and cement characteristics on casing strength are studied under high pressure gas injection and production.
Establishment of the Finite Element Model of Casing-Cement-Formation
The model is established based on the API P110 casing pipe often used in depleted gas reservoir. The minimum yield strength of the API P110 casing pipe is 758MPa. The maximum yield strength of casing pipe is 965MPa. Its tensile strength is 862MPa with wall thickness of 10.36mm. The injection-production condition and the formation and cement characteristics are shown in table 1 and table 2. The length model of casing-cement-formation is 10m and the solid 95 element is used in this paper. The numerical model is established as follow: Figure 1 . Numerical model. According to figure2, the position of the maximum effective strength occurred in casing inwall with the injection-production working conditions, along the orientation of minimum horizontal stress. The maximum effective strength is respectively 463MPa and 536MPa in the process of gas production and injection.
Analysis of Results

The Effects of Formation and Cement Characteristics on Casing Strength
Bsed on the Numerical model, the effect of the formation elastic modulus, formation poisson ratio, non-uniform in-situ stress coefficient, cement elastic modulus , poisson ratio and cement thickness are calculated, and then the various parameters which effect the casing strength are analyzed. The calculation results are shown in figure 3 ~ figure 4 . As can be seen from figure 3, the casing maximum strength decreases with formation elastic modulus in the range of 10GPa~40GPa, 400 MPa decreasing amplitude approximately while other parameters were not changed. The casing maximum strength increases with formation poisson ratio in range of 0.1 to 0.4, 54 MPa increasing amplitude approximately while other parameters were not changed. The casing maximum strength increases with non-uniform in-situ stress coefficient in the range of 1.0~1.6, 262 MPa increasing amplitude approximately while other parameters were not changed.
As can be seen from figure 4, the casing maximum strength increases with cement elastic modulus in the range of 10GPa~30GPa, 160MPa increasing amplitude approximately while other parameters were not changed, but it is almost unchanged as cement elastic modulus rises in the range of 30GPa~40GPa.
The casing maximum strength decreases with cement poisson ratio in range of 0.1 to 0.3, 7 MPa decreasing amplitude approximately while other parameters were not changed, but it increases as poisson ratio rises in range of 0.3 to 0.4, 8 MPa increasing amplitude approximately.
The casing maximum strength decreases with cement thickness in the range of 10mm~30mm, 5MPa decreasing amplitude approximately while other parameters were not changed, but it is almost unchanged as cement elastic modulus rises in the range of 30mm~40mm.
Conclusion
The statics mechanic model of the casing-cement-formation is established in this paper. Effects of formation and cement characteristics on casing strength are studied under injection-production condition. The examples show that the maximum stress occurs in the internal wall of the casing, along the orientation of minimum horizontal stress. The casing maximum strength increase with non-uniform in-situ stress coefficient and formation elastic modulus, whereas it decrease with formation elastic modulus. However, The casing maximum strength is equidirectional with the increase of cement elastic modulus and poisson ratio, whereas it decreases with cement elastic modulus ,poisson ratio and cement thickness , they have only minor impacts on casing maximum strength when they are more than 30GPa ,0.3 and 30mm respectively.
